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So how do we learn things generally? By experiencing them. Language is an obvious one, but sports, car repair, mathematics, even teaching— you can learn a certain amount in the abstract, but no amount of that will replace being immersed in the thing you want to learn.



Thinking about learning (in general)

“The ability to identify specific words  

                does not necessarily imply 

 that the person is also responsive to the flow of  
        metaphor and imagery  
                in language 

                          or that he can manipulate words  
                                   in a significant verbal communication.” 

Seashore, 1919: 

So how do we learn things generally? By experiencing them. Language is an obvious one, but sports, car repair, mathematics, even teaching— you can learn a certain amount in the abstract, but no amount of that will replace being immersed in the thing you want to learn.



Context.

PROBLEMS WITH TRADITIONAL METHOD TEACHING; Suzuki, learning a language, sound of the tape: Watashi Wa, Emma Desu… Best thing is to contextualize… go to Japan. Why not music? Here’s a piece, learn it. Sound of piece being PRACTICED. POINTLESS. 

“the ability to identify specific words does not necessarily imply that the person is also responsive to the flow of metaphor and imagery in language or that he can manipulate words in a significant verbal communication.”  (Pflederer 1969) … theory to musicalilty. 

-BUT Real time feedback. One excellent thing about lessons, or any situation with 2 or more people… game is not better replacement for social musicking, but offers solo opportunity.



Our definition: 

“Musicality is the ability to perceive and manipulate [musical] 
patterns in real time, drawn from a vocabulary of possibilities 
defined and informed by factors such as style, instrument, and 
situation.”

The Mysterious Meaning(s) of Musicality

Skill cluster (like an artist’s pallet, or a SCALE), a LANGUAGE and CONTEXTUAL 

EMMA: Musicality “speaking” examples “one may be more or less unable to play by ear despite being a fluent sight-reader; may be able to react spontaneously to changes in interpretation or form but not style or pitch; may be able to parse complicated set-theoretical relationships but not timbral ones”



• Immersive:  

• Ludic: See work on intrinsic/
extrinsic motivation: 
• Benabou & Tirole, 2003 
• Ryan & Deci, 2000 
• Staw, 1976 

and flow: 
• Csíkszentmihályi (1956, 
1975, etc.) 
• Schaffer (2013)

1) fun, a potent source of intrinsic motivation. FLOW states, “a state of concentration so focused that it amounts to absolute absorption in an activity”.  Engaged learning. motivation, power of play/fun…even if we are forced to do the non-fun thing for exactly the same amount of time as the fun one, the 
latter sticks, while the former does not. (our study shows, later.) Games that induce flow are intrinsically motivating experiences: players will engage with them just for the sake of experience and mastery, meaning that any other-domain skills learned via the game will benefit from the increased practice 
time the game’s stickiness brings  

2) That context thing again. spontaneous, theory-free.  suzuki method, socially motivating. Of course game can’t fully immersive like life. Microcosm. Music I composed, sounds, 



Games that are fun  
(but not terribly educational)

Not CREATING music.  

Also, fixed-response, as in: for each level there is one “right” series of actions, and playing the game again and again makes you get good at those particular actions. But from there you’re not likely to be better at other pieces, or at making musical alterations to this “piece”.



Games that are educational*  
(but not terribly fun)

*maybe

An accurate model of contemporary music teaching practice. No Flow.



‘Games’ for exploration  
(but with no feedback)

• Bloom (the Brian Eno app) 
• Soundprism

An accurate model of contemporary music teaching practice. No Flow.



On track: Soittopeli  
(Hämälaïnen et al., 2004)

Soittopeli, Finnish Game, 2000 (CD-ROM on desktop), similar aims…



Goals

• Teach component skills of music/musicality 
• Real-time feedback, not delayed feedback 
• Facilitate flow 
• No set piece of music, i.e. different pattern-manipulation each time 
• Spontaneous 
• Theory-agnostic 
• Contextual, i.e. the game uses sound to hint and guide toward winning 
• Productional, not representational

Skill cluster (like an artist’s pallet, or a SCALE), a LANGUAGE and CONTEXTUAL 

EMMA: Musicality “speaking” examples (dropped into a folk session, a chamber group, a carol sing…)



…a game powered by music to measure if musicality IS actually better learnt by Ludic Immersion…



Now let’s try! (plug in computer to speakers, sorry bout false positives…



ABRSM control… (play). STUDY: two groups, control (for ios gaming platform) and SS, fourweeks, daily. Both groups tested identically before and after.



-Tests were modeled after ABRSM aural exams, almost identical to ABRSM app… but, no flow there…. 

In terms of statistics this is a highly significant result, with a p-value < 0.01 

-singsmash teaches a couple component skills, tests tested larger skill cluster. (that is itself part of the even larger “musicality cluster”)



Issues & Future Work

Issues: small study, homogenous sample population, me, … and game fixes. Data collection in-game.



Next Steps…

And, social games (they played it together…)



Final slide-clip of little boy saying “I really like this game, it’s fun!”? 

Now everybody play!
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Q&A

1. 3YNFF6ANHE9W 
2. P633FW7AT6M4 
3. RNTLP3E3HKTL 
4. Y779379ATWXK 
5. 4MRLJE9LKYMK

Promo codes:

Final slide-clip of little boy saying “I really like this game, it’s fun!”? 

Now everybody play!


